Scottish Corners Fitness Park - Dublin, Ohio

Fitness Components

Combi 2
FSW102

Item no. FSW10201-0901
General Product Information
Dimensions LxWxH

14'9"x11'3"x7'10"

Age group

13+

Capacity (users)

5

Color options

See KOMPAN Fit app for more

The Combi 2 is a compact and complete street
workout combination featuring an incline bench,
push-up bar, decline press, horizontal ladder,
and pull-up station. The Combi 2 is suitable for
everyone from beginners to pros, with cleverly
placed bars to easily adjust difficulty levels and
clean workout space for advanced training.

The Bench provides the perfect training for core
and lower back muscles by doing exercises
such as leg lifts and sit-ups. The Pull-Up Bar is
made from solid steel and has a diameter of
1.26 inches. This is the ideal size for both men
and women to have a good grip. As the Bar
hangs at a height of 7' 8" everyone will be able
to hang freely and use the bar for a variety of

pull-ups.
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Updated Fitness Area

Concrete Curb 112lf
Street Workout 811sf

Parallel Bars
FSW201

FSP104
00

Item no. FSW20100-0901
General Product Information
Dimensions LxWxH

6'5"x2'1"x3'6"

Age group

13+

Capacity (users)

2

Color options

See KOMPAN Fit app for more

Street workout is a physical activity that
symbolizes the freedom of movement and
encourages socializing. It is a combination of
athletics, calisthenics and other sports, and
mostly performed in the public space. A Parallel
Bar can be found on every street workout area
to train the upper body and core stability. But
also in an Obstacle Course, the Parallel Bar fits

in really well. The rounded corners make it easy
to swing your legs across the Parallel Bars,
making it safe to try new tricks without the risk
of injuries.
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The existing fitness area at Scottish Corners Park is scheduled to be replaced for worn and
aging equipment. The proposed exercise station will combine the existing equipment into
one area including synthetic surfacing for fall attenuation.

Step, 16 in
FAZ30200
Item no. FAZ30200-0900
Installation Information
Max. fall height

1'3"

Safety surfacing area

The Combi 2 is a compact and complete street workout combination featuring an incline
bench, push-up bar, decline press, horizontal ladder, and pull-up station. The Combi 2 is
suitable for everyone from beginners to pros, with cleverly placed bars to easily adjust
difficulty levels and clean workout space for advanced training.

85 ft2

Number of installers

1

Total installation time

1.7

Excavation volume

0.17 yd3

Concrete volume

0.09 yd3

Footing depth (standard)
The support frame is ø48.3 x 4mm, carbon
steel, with a hot-dip galvanized surface
according to ISO1461, and a powder coating
corrosion class C3 according to ISO12944-2.
Lead content for surfaces are below 90ppm.

Fitness Area Enlargement

The surface is produced of recycled SBR
(Styrene Butadiene Monomer, Synthetic Rubber)
for optimal grip during jumping and step on step
off exercises under all weather circumstances.

A 5 mm hot-dip galvanized carbon steel plate
must is molded inside the SBR to offer optimal
stability and optimize the mounting of the step to
the frame.

2'11"

Shipment weight
Anchoring options

104 lbs
In-ground

D

Surface

D

Warranty Information
SBR rubber
Frame

2 years
10 years

Spare parts guaranteed

10 years

All KOMPAN fitness products are compliant with
the ASTM F3101 & EN16630 Outdoor Fitness
Standards. Load tests are performed as a static
test by adding dynamic factors as well as safety
factors to the specified load of 78kg per user. A
product intended for 1 user is loaded with 420kg.
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